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CONTEXT 3
The End of Context

  Ruin must be a fantasy, veiled by the mind’s dark imaginings.
       - Rose Macaulay

  So the object itself was changed by its context and therefore it became a new thing.
       - Robert Rauschenberg

This year Diploma Unit 9 moves from the Room to the Ruin. Last year’s work on the room created 
unprecedented Dip 9 projects by virtue of an intense internalization of our ongoing aims and agendas. 
Students were able to create incredibly singular, self-contained worlds comprising invented rooms that no 
longer represented the city, but rather embodied and suggested entirely new forms of the city. The goal this 
year will be the same: to continue to rethink what it means to make an architectural portfolio as an essential 
dimension of what we call an architectural project, and to craft its individuality in new, unexpected ways. 
The ruins we will challenge are the dead spaces (and portfolios) we already know, and we will force them to 
undergo radical transformation.

Our ruins will not be those of lamented lost buildings or ancient cities.  Instead, the ruins we embrace as 
precedents are the places where connections between people, histories, spaces and culture have already begun 
to fray.  In Diploma Unit 9 context is all about relationships, real or invented, built between objects, places 
and spaces. This year the idea of the isolated ruin - where these ties are in danger or at worst broken – is one 
we will use to further threaten architecture’s belief in context.  From Rauschenberg’s Combines to Duchamp’s 
Fountain and Piranesi’s Carceri, we will consider the ruin as something else entirely: as points able to reveal 
architecture’s capacity for displacing time and place. Our goal will be to show that once reconnected by absurd 
links of our own invention, new contexts can emerge, and spawn the imagination and invention of fantastical, 
new architectural forms. The ruin will become our tabula rasa.  

Kim Bjarke (AA Dipl Honours 2011) used the IIT campus, 
and his version of its iterative expansion to interrogate the cov-
eted concept of authenticity and originality.  Here we view the 
reproduction through the decayed original.

Manijeh Verghese (AA Dipl Honours 2012) conflates the loop 
of scales as the city sits within itself, exposing the mystery that 
has plagued the city over the crime committed by architects in 
believing the room and the city are mutually exclusive.  
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BRIEF 1

THE RE-CON:  RE-RUINING CONTEXT

TERM 1: Weeks 1 – 7        28 Sept – 6 Nov

The first project of the year will be the foundation upon which you situate your entire year’s work.  In 
order to frame, make and shape context, you first need some of your own.  The main focus of this brief is 
to reconstruct a context for your selected project describing its social, cultural and symbolic significance, its 
lifecycle from high point to moment of ruin, the ambitions of its client and designer, programmatic intent, 
and innovations provoked by the project.  The Re-Con should extract the ultimate essence of the project and 
its levels of disconnection, then heighten, exaggerate, and reshape it.  The purpose of the Re-Con is to define 
the relationship you intend to have with your context – how it informs you, what you take from it, and what 
you give back.  In previous years, students have ‘re-conned’ their projects in different sites, manipulated and 
moved through time, created alternate realities in which they existed, created split-personalities, designed faux 
competition entries, forged documents, games, orchestrated murders, thefts (and other less violent events), 
and/or rebuilt pieces of the buildings.  The Re-con project is a reengineering of time and place, and is an 
opportunity for you to rewrite history and write the future.  

With the Re-Con you will also experiment with 3 things; 1. How to write a brief, 2. How to build into that 
brief a set of relationships that you define as instrumental in the making of the project, and, 3. How much of 
the brief (and those relationships) are real and how much you deliberately invent to recreate a new contextual 
framework for your own work.  

Our precedents sit on a strange spectrum of time and place.  Some are ancient, some are modern, and some 
only ever existed in memory.  But all should force you to question the state of the ruin relative to its multiple 
contexts – all its histories collapsed together as one super-collage of time and space.  Dip 9’s ruin is not a 
decayed artefact.  It is not defined by its age or state of decay.  One could say the ruin is defined by the exact 
moment of its obsolescence – the moment it becomes another thing.  

Duchamp’s Fountain and Rachel Whiteread’s House are two compelling examples of the transformation of 
an easily understood object and architecture into something completely other, where the known becomes the 
unknown.  As you build associations between the ins and outs of context, the tethers that bind architecture to 
its environment are what you will examine.

 

Geoffrey Cheung (AA Dipl 2012) invents the AA Box as a port-
able museum modelled after Duchamp’s Boite en Valise.

Amandine Kastler (AA Dipl Honours 2010) used the re-con 
to reposition our understanding of Piranesi through Rem’s eyes 
- who orders the collected history into a future modern city - all 
within a room.
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THE PREDECENTS

Many of the projects below no longer exist, or have been transformed over time, yet many exert a stronger 
hold now on our collective consciousness than when they operated in their prime.  You will be forced to tackle 
issues of legacy, ‘ruin-porn’, and time as you confront each in the recontextualization of your precedent (the 
RE-CON project which begins our year).  You will need to recapture the setting (cultural, personal, political, 
geographical, material) as you transform and appropriate it into your own ruin…..or as you ruin it further.  

Bank of England as painted by Joseph Michael Gandy   London
Bell Labs by Eero Saarinen      Holmdel
Best Showroom by SITE Architects     Houston
Carceri by Piranesi      Rome
Cuban National Art Schools     Havana
Experimental House by Alvar Aalto     Muuratsalo
Factory by Andy Warhol      New York
House II (Falk House) by Peter Eisenman    Hardwick
Fountain by Duchamp      Paris 
Gibellina        Sicily
House by Rachel Whiteread     East London
Larkin Building by Frank Lloyd Wright    Buffalo, NY
Melnikov’s House by Konstantin S, Melnikov    Moscow
Monuments of Passaic by Robert Smithson    Passaic
Conical Intersect by Gordon Matta Clark    Paris
Penn Station by McKim, Mead & White    New York
Pruitt-Igoe by Minoru Yamasaki     St. Louis
Roma Interrotta         Rome
Ryugyong Hotel       Pyonyang
San Galgano        Montesiepi
Torre de David       Caracas
The Ruins of Detroit by Yves Marchand & Romain Meffre  Detroit
Typologies by Bernd and Hilla Becher    Ruhr Valley 
Via Appia by Piranesi      Italy
Volkshalle by Albert Speer      Berlin

  

 
The small city of Gibellina.  It was entombed in concrete after it 
was completely destroyed by an earthquake in 1968.

Piranesi’s Via Appia in which he constructs a fictional view of 
this stretch of the important road connecting Rome to the Adri-
atic coast, piling historical artifacts on top of one another.  
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BRIEF 2
FROM ROOM TO RUIN

TERM 1  Weeks 7 – 12       Nov 6 – Dec 14

  It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it.  If you think about that, you’ll  
  do things differently.     – Warren Buffet

  Ruin is always over-stated; it is part of the ruin-drama staged perpetually in the human   
  imagination, half of whose desire is to build up, while the other half smashes and levels to the  
  earth.       – Rose Macaulay

Following on from Brief 1, this project will take the process of brief and manifesto writing to a more personal 
level, whereby you manufacture a context (past, present and future) for your proposal.  This context can be 
entirely fabricated, or stitched together from a collection of actual events, spaces, etc, reorganized within 
your own project continuum.  While you are asked to choose real sites within real cities, the context (social, 
cultural, political, geological, and geographical) can be manipulated.  You will create a proposal that takes 
your Re-Con project as a point of departure for your own proposition. 

If the first project required to you to formulate a critical and propositional argument for/against context, 
the second asks that you think generatively and provocatively – to construct an argument for a project, its 
contextual framework and work through its realization.  You should be able to enter Brief 2 with a set of 
formal, programmatic, and cultural criteria that you define as instrumental to your strategy for shaping the 
project.  As the unit actively tries to build individual personalities, Brief 2 enables the setting up of individual, 
and eccentric briefs and projects that explore the various takes on the unit agenda. You will oscillate between 
the scales of big and small, designing your context through all forms of space and events.

The unit demands unconventional proposals for briefs that shape agendas for new kinds of relational projects.  
We will continue to invent a contemporary and culturally significant way of engaging with context – by 
situating a project within its real and faux cultural, institutional, historical framework.  

Dip9 doesn’t ever do things the conventional way.  We don’t follow the prescribed process of having an idea 
and then describing it through a repetition of models, and sheets with drawings and images.  Rather the 
intent is to find exactly the right medium that tells the narrative and speculative arc of your project in a visual 
and physical way.  For this reason we will continue to use the limitation of the ‘room’ to frame your findings 
and innovations in order to constrain not only the environment (both conceptual and physical) of your 
context, but also your form of production and representation (whether it is a single model, drawing, image or 
film). However this year we will use the room as a device of connection more than abstraction.  If last year’s 
rooms facilitated an internalized and singular reading of a context, this year we will use them as instruments of 
association.  A ruin sits in isolation, separated often physically, culturally, and by time. You will subvert your 
room’s internalizing qualities – and use it instead to relate outwards.  

The orchestration of this room should reveal unexpected connections as well as challenge our preconceptions 
about ruins.  If the ruin is in fact our Tabula Rasa, then what do we do with it?  What is the future of the 
ruin?  Imagine a world in which a ruin can coexist with its past and future states to create a series of alternate 
realities – overturning our preconceptions of ruins and their nostalgic value.  If we no longer aestheticise and 
romanticise the ruin, what does it become?

The juxtaposition of such disparate states; the ruined and the un-ruined, the collected and designed, is 
intended to encourage a new way of relating artefacts across space and time to change the view of the world 
from one that is static, to one that has the possibility to transform history through its future, and vice versa.  It 
defies architecture as a static state, and will challenge you to work with ideas of time and your precedents in 
more elastic and inventive ways.  The brief will ask you to convolute and conflate time (from past to future) 
and space (from inside to outside).
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SITE
The unit works on sites that offer a range of differing historical and cultural perspectives.  You will survey your 
site’s cultural, material, historical, infrastructural conditions to best position your project within it.  Your site 
will either continue from or replace that from your Re-Con.  Should you choose to re-situate your project, 
you must be able to clearly relate this new site to that from the Re-Con. 
 

BRIEF 3 & 5th Year TECHNICAL STUDIES
THE RUIN, IN DETAIL

TERM 2  Weeks 2.1 – 2.9      7 January – 8 March 2013

As in previous years, much of Term 2 will be devoted to the production and making of a detail investigation 
that examines small pieces of the project in extreme depth as you continue to pursue your agenda at an 
intimate scale.  The detail is not just a piece of the larger project.  Rather, it is the essential statement of the 
project’s argument.  

We will focus on developing a language of contextual details, with a particular investigation into the 
connections and separations between things – surfaces, materials, joints, ground, and neighbours.  We will 
not delve into issues of weathering or material ageing, but rather will find more inventive ways to explore the 
effects of time on architecture.  We will continue to work within the realm of reality and fiction as you explore 
the potential of the same detail to be resolved in different contexts and scales. Central to this part of the 
project will be a material reworking of the thesis to explore its manifestation through this set of details.

Students are encouraged to explore inventive solutions to material, organisational and structural problems.  
Particular attention will be paid to understanding the various assembly and material options available to each 
site students are working in.  

Group Meetings every 2nd week for TS5 beginning in Term 1 Week 9
For 5th years this brief will form your Technical Studies.  You are also strongly encouraged to seek consultants 
from outside the AA to meet with a specialist in your chosen topic of exploration. 5th years will still be 
required to hold regular meetings with your TS tutors.  At the end of Term 1 5th years will submit a 2-page 
TS5 proposal including a text and supporting drawings which will outline your chosen area of exploration.  
During the latter part of Term 1 and throughout Term 2 one of your weekly tutorials will be devoted to both 
the design and technical development of your project.

 

Elena Palacios (AA Dipl 2012) builds the warehouse contain-
ing the 1:1 self-portrait of the city.  

Elena Palacios (AA Dipl 2012) describes the gear mechanisms 
that enable the visual illusion in the marcissist’s city.  
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BRIEF 4
THE IMAGE IN ITS CONTEXT

TERM 3 Weeks 3.1 – 3.9       22 April – 21 June 
    
The images you produce are crucial to the telling of your story and play an essential role in communicating 
your thesis.  As with last year, the summer term is dedicated to the production of image alongside the 
narrative it helps to shape. 

In the third term students will evolve the interior world of the project and develop an approach towards 
generating a space and experience informed and shaped by the relationships you create within the scales 
of your context.  Emphasis during this term will be placed on developing a critical understanding of how 
space, form and the city are perceived through the image.  We will continue to explore how various media 
(drawing, photograph, rendering) can be deliberately manipulated and controlled as part of the design process 
of creating an image that communicates an essential idea about your project.  The focus of this term will 
be the construction of an image/drawing/world that describes the spatiality of your project, articulates an 
understanding of the physical and experiential attributes of the space, and most importantly communicates 
your unique and distinctive visual approach of imagining your project.

Some of our precedents will be Gandy’s Bank of England, Piranesi’s Via Appia, Gibellina, the ’78 Roma 
Interrotta projects, and the work of Thomas Demand.

 

The Tableau was the medium used by Antoine Vaxelaire (4th 
year 2012) to describe the legacy of Mies van der Rohe and his 
influence on our collective architectural conciousness.  

Wynn Chandra (AA Dipl 2012) visualizes the canibalization 
of the Costa Concorida wreck on the reterritorialized island of 
Giglio.  
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DIPLOMA 9 READING LIST & BIBLIOGRAPHY

Alberti, Leon Battista, Ten Books on Architecture, 1726 (all Illustrations)
Allen, Stanley, from Assemblage no. 10, The MIT Press, Cambridge, Dec., 1989
  Piranesi’s ‘Campo Marzio’: An Experimental Design p. 70-109
Attlee, James & Lisa Le Feuvre, Gordon Matta-Clark The Space Between, Nazraeli Press, 2003
 Forward; Thinking About the Space Between (7-11)
 Flame, Time and the elements (69-89
Boym, Svetlana, The Future of Nostalgia, Basic Books, 2008
Cohen, Stuart, from Oppositions, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1998  
 Physical Context / Cultural Context: Including It All  p. 65-103
Conrads, Ulrich, Programs and Manifestoes on 20th Century Architecture, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1971
 (p. 18-25, 59-64, 98-102, 181-182)
Cousins, Mark, “Neighbours” AA Friday Evening Lecture Series
Dillon, Brian, Ruins, MIT Press, Cambridge, 2011
Eugenides, Geoffrey, Thomas Demand, MOMA, 2005
Evans, Robin, Translation from Drawing to Building, MIT Press, 1997
Frampton, Kenneth, Modern Architecture A Critical History, Thames & Hudson, London, 1980
 Critical Regionalism: Modern Architecture and Cultural Identity p. 314-27
Goodyear & McManus, Inventing Marcel Duchamp, Smithsonian Institution, 2009, p. 186-7
Hatherley, Owen, A Guide To The New Ruins of Britain, Verso, 2010
Holt, Nancy (Ed.), The Writings of Robert Smithson, New York University Press, 1979
 Entropy and the New Monuments p9-18
 A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey p52-57
Huysmans, Joris-Karl, Against Nature, Penguin Classics, 1959
Woodward, Christopher, In Ruins, Vintage, 2002
Macaulay, Rose, Pleasure of Ruins, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London 1953
Mauries, Patrick, Cabinets of Curiosities, Thames & Hudson, 2002
Perec, Georges, Life, A User’s Manual, 
AD PROFILES 20: ROMA INTERROTTA, 1979
Roma Interrotta, Incontri Internazionali d’Arte, Rome, 1978
Rossi, Aldo, The Architecture of the City, MIT Press, Cambridge, 1982
 The Roman Forum and Monuments; Summary of the Critique of the Concept of Context p. 119-130
Rowe, Colin & Fred Koetter, Collage City, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 1978
 Introduction p. 2-8 and After the Millennium p.32-49
Schumacher, Thomas, from Theorizing a New Agenda for Architecture, Princeton Architectural Press, NY, 
1996 
 Contextualism: Urban Ideals and Deformations 
Ungers, O.M., Architecture Culture 1943-68, Columbia/Rizzoli, New York, 1993 
 The City as a Work of Art p. 362-4
Venturi, Robert, Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture, The Architectural Press, London, 1977  
 Contradiction Adapted and Contradiction Juxtaposed p. 45-69
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UNIT EXPECTATIONS

The unit is focused on the development of the individual student, as opposed to an overarching unit style or 
methodology.  By writing a manifesto at the start of the year you enable, early on, a critical means with which 
to design and assess your project.  You will be in a position to outline your thesis and ultimately your specific 
criteria for developing and evaluating your project.  While the unit does not promote an explicit formal 
typology, it does require that you relate your project to the larger cultural debate on contextualism in the 
contemporary and historic field of architecture.  Additionally, as you are creating your own contexts as much 
as drawing from others, it is vital you demonstrate an ability to argue as much for your invented insertions as 
your historical appropriations.  During the year you should be able to answer these questions:

How does your project sit within the overall unit agenda?  What is a contextual architecture? What are 
your precedents? How do you define your thesis in a sentence? How does your context redefine your 
project/building and vice-versa?  What is the relevance of your project to our broader conversation on 
the contemporary ruin and its disengagement from context?  What do you define as a ruin?  How do you 
establish the tabula rasa of your ruin?  How do you articulate the distinction between your project, its models, 
drawings and images?  Do they each have a role to play within your body of work?  What are your technical 
precedents, and what is your material and manufacturing context?  Who are your collaborators?

OUTPUT

The unit goals in terms of the portfolio are extreme – students are asked to develop a single defining work 
(drawing, model, film, book) that will describe the universe of your work.  It will encompass the entire 
trajectory (both real and invented) of your ruin and context and track its transformation.  While it is 
inevitable that you produce work across a range of media including images, models, books etc it is strongly 
encouraged that you define a single piece of work to operate as a project index. Models, plates, writings 
and books may still find their way within the overall folio, but they will have defined relationships with one 
another, as if part of a single narrative.  In addition you will also write a manifesto, a written argument, and all 
work produced throughout the year will be documented in an A4 White Book.

The Manifesto is a short (+/- 300 words) text that acts as your personal thesis within the framework of the 
unit.  It should outline not only your intellectual ambition, but also your working concepts and tools in terms 
of your project development.  

The Models will evolve as a formal investigation of your manifesto and thesis.  In Term 1 the models will 
be used to address issues of massing density, scale, land-use, site, solidity, etc (2 x 1:500 models.  In Term 2 
you will use the models to explore issues of materiality, scalar differentiation, structure, issues of symmetry, 
interior, and spatial organization. (1:200 model, 1:50 model and 2 x detail models).  In Term 3 you will 
develop a 1:5 and a final 1:500 model to be used as base-material for your images.

The Plates are the essential drawings and images you will produce.  While you will draw throughout the year, 
you will select between 12-20 plates that will serve to illustrate and describe your project alongside your other 
materials.  All other drawn/modelled materials will be documented in the White Book. 

The White Book will document the ongoing development of your project and thesis.  All aspects of your 
work, including your related History Theory writings if applicable, should be formatted for the book.  It is 
intentionally too small to be used as a standard presentation portfolio and is rather a comprehensive project 
document.  

The Blog will serve as our expanded and off-site space of unit collaboration.  We will continue to develop and 
maintain the unit blog at www.aadip9.net as a public forum for students, tutors, consultants and visitors to 
comment on student work as it happens.  Each student will maintain an individual page and upload work as 
it is developed to encourage cross-unit dialogue, openness, and a willingness to expose both our strengths and 
weaknesses.  
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UNIT SCHEDULE
Tutorials, Seminars & Reviews

TERM 1 - Weeks 1-7       28 Sept – 6 Nov
Tutorials will be held twice weekly on Tuesday and Friday and we will have an internal group pinup every 
second week with active participation, dialogue and criticism from everyone in the unit.  
Alongside the unit schedule of tutorials, pinups and reviews, we will also be participating in a series of 
seminars, debates, workshops and tutorials exploring our topic of Contextualism with the History & Critical 
Thinking MA students. 
The seminar reading list will be provided separately.  Seminar and workshop dates to be confirmed.

SEMINAR 1: THE RUIN IN CONTEXT 
SEMINAR 2: RUINS IN ART 
SEMINAR 3: RUIN PORN 
SEMINAR 4: CONTEXTUALISM

WEEK 1
Tues 25 Sept Interviews
Fri 28 Sept   
15:00  Unit meeting, Brief 1 is distributed and research on Re-Con projects begins.
  Presentation of past Dip 9 student portfolios.
  Present work of: Manijeh Verghese, Geoffrey Cheung, Antoine Vaxelaire, Elena Palacios,  
  Kim Bjarke.  (plus White Book & TS archive)
WEEK 2
Tues 2 Oct Introduction to Brief 1: Re-Con – Re-Ruining  Context
  Each pair will choose 5 projects from the list. Gather relevant information, texts, drawings  
  and images to be formatted in White Book.  All data must be redrawn – no photocopies  
  allowed except for images.
Fri 5 Oct   Group Tutorial – Re-Con
  Groups to present research and drawings to the unit.
WEEK 3
Tues 9 Oct PinUp - Re-Con
  Pairs to present research and drawings to the unit.  It will be an open day with discussion  
  and questions. At then end of day students will need to select ONE project to continue  
  working with and developing for the following Friday.  There will be no predecent   
  duplications within the unit.
Fri 12 Oct Seminar 1 THE RUIN IN CONTEXT
  Group presentations.  Each group will choose 1 text or author to present and defend in  
  a debate-style discussion.  In addition, each team will prepare 3 questions for each of the  
  2 opposing teams.  From the 3 manifestoes, students should also analyse the original  
  publication: layout of the manifestoes, images, format, and text.  Each student to confirm  
  the chosen project as it will become the starting point for the year’s work.  
Afternoon:   Examples of previous years Re-Cons will be shown.
WEEK 4
Tues 16 Oct PinUp - Re-Con
  Prepare a draft of your RE-CON and present it with your collected project documentation.   
  The text should state the ambition, scale and potential impact of the project.  
  Prepare preliminary versions of the RE-CON five (5) plates, short statement, models and  
  artefacts (both found and invented).
Fri 19 Oct  Seminar 2 RUINS IN ART
  Group presentations.  Each group will choose 1 text to present and defend in a debate-style  
  discussion.  In addition, each team will prepare 3 questions for each of the 2 opposing  
  teams.  
  Tutorials in the afternoon.
WEEK 5
Tues 23 Oct  PinUp - Re-Con
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  Present a preliminary version of the RE-CON five (5) plates, artefacts, and text.
Fri 26 Oct  PinUp – Re-Con
  1. Finalize the RE-CON text, 5 plates, artefacts.  Print all plates at 420*420mm and mount  
  on card or other material NO thicker than 2mm.
  2. Outline your thesis proposal and prepare a draft A4 to present to the group.  This text  
  should declare your manifesto and articulate YOUR context.
WEEK 6 (OPEN WEEK)
Tues 30 Oct Tutorials
Fri 2 Nov Tutorials
Tues 6 Nov  Brief 1 JURY – THE RE-CON
  This will be concluded with a final written text accompanied a presentation of the   
  drawings, images and artefacts you collected and re-created.  
  Format, print and bind the first draft of your White Book.  
  Our critics will also review your initial thesis proposal which should be prepared as part of  
  the presentation.  
  1. Complete the Re-Con text and finalize the 5 plates and artefacts. Unless you have a clear  
  reason for sizing/scaling images in an alternate format, print all plates at 420*420mm on  
  chosen material and mount on card or other material no thicker than 2mm. 
  NO FOAMBOARD!
  2. Conclude presentation with an introduction into your Thesis Proposal accompanied by  
  A4 written abstract supported by images.  This text should declare how you will approach  
  context both as a conceptual foundation as well as design attitude.
  3. White Book Re-Con to be submitted printed and perfect-bound.

TERM 1 – Weeks 1.7 – 1.12      Nov 6 – Dec 14
  Unless otherwise noted, Tutorials will be held every Tuesday and Friday.
WEEK 7
Fri 9 Nov  Introduction to Brief 2 – THE RUIN
  1. Define the initial scope of your thesis and determine a project/building type to work on  
  this year.
  2. All students (4th and 5th year) should have an idea as to which site and program they  
  will be working with.  
  Seminar 3 RUIN PORN 
  Group presentations.  Each group will choose one Project to present and defend in a  
  debate-style discussion.  In addition, each team will prepare 3 questions for each of the 2  
  opposing teams. 
WEEK 8
Tues 13 Nov  Group Tutorial
  Develop initial formal criteria and response (in drawing or model) for Context.  Generate  
  series of formal studies defining an attitude to site, scale, shape and form.
Fri 16 Nov  Presentation 1 RUINS IN THE ROOM
  Students will present their transition from the Re-Con to the Ruin. The MA Students from  
  the Master in Histories and Theory course will review and critique the work.
WEEK 9
Tues 20 Nov  PIN-UP
Fri 23 Nov  AM Individual Tutorials
PM  5th year students will present the TS5 proposal
WEEK 10
Tues 27 Nov  Group Tutorial
Fri 30 Nov  TS5 meeting 
  5th year Students will submit 2-page image-supported TS5 proposal.
  Seminar 4 CONTEXTUALISM
WEEK 11
Tues 4 Dec  Individual Tutorials
Fri 7 Dec  Individual Tutorials and SUBMISSIONS HAND-IN! 
WEEK 12
Tues 11 Dec  FINAL JURY – THE RUIN
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  Students will present series of 2-4 physical models as well as a set of 420 x 420mm plates.  
Fri 14 Dec  Group Tutorial to review White Books & TS 
WINTER BREAK  
During the break, students should revise their work of Term 1, ensuring that all work is photographed and 
documented, and compiled / formatted in the White Book.  The book is to be printed for week 2 of Term 2. 

TERM 2 - Weeks 2.1 – 2.11       7 January – 22 March  
Unless otherwise noted, Tutorials will be held every Tuesday and Friday.

WEEK 1
Tues 8 Jan  Group Tutorial
Fri 11 Jan Individual Tutorials & TS Proposal Submission
WEEK 2
Tues 15 Jan  PinUP of all the revised work completed during the break.
Fri 18 Jan Individual Tutorials
  White Book 2 The Room & The Universe to be submitted printed and perfect-bound.  
WEEK 3
Tues 22 Jan JURY – THE RUIN
Wed 23 Jan  TS5 meeting 
WEEK 5  Open Week
WEEK 6
11 – 15 Feb  TS5 Interim Jury Week
WEEK 9
Mon 4 Mar 1.00pm TS 5 Final Document Hand-In
WEEK 10
Tues 12 Mar 4th Year Previews
Wed 13 Mar 4th Year Previews 
WEEK 11
Wed 20 Mar  5th Year Previews
Thur 21 Mar 5TH Year Previews

SPRING BREAK 
During the break, students should revise their Term 2 work, ensuring that all work is photographed and 
documented, and compiled / formatted in the White Book.  The revised book is to be printed for week 1 of 
Term 3.

TERM 3  - Weeks 3.1 – 3.9       22 April – 21 June
Unless otherwise noted, Tutorials will be held every Tuesday and Friday.
WEEK 1
Tue 23 April JURY – THE RUIN
  White Book to be submitted printed and perfect-bound
Thu 2 May 5th Year Technical Studies High Pass Panel
WEEK 4  JURY WEEK
WEEK 7
Wed 5 June 4TH Year Reviews
Wed 6 June 4TH year Reviews 
WEEK 8
Wed 12 June 5th Year Diploma Committee 
Thu 13 June 5th Year Diploma Committee 
Fri 14 June Diploma Honours Presentations 
WEEK 9
Wed 19 June RIBA Part 2
Fri 21 June Graduation Ceremony & AA Projects Review Exhibition


